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ABOUT BULLSTON

BULLSTON

Bullston can be defined as a revolution in trailer manufacturing in the Indian market.As a leading brand of multi-use Trailer manufacturer in India, Bullston was a brain child of one
man with a dream to introduce international quality trailers to
India that were customized for Indian roads and needs. Harjit
Singh Rai, the owner of Bullston understands the need for safe
and state of the art transportation through customized trailers
not only for equestrian needs but also motorcycle and general
utility. Given the state of Indian roads, special suspension along
with ergonomic design had to be conceptualized, Mr. Rai
spent considerable time doing R&D work to find an optimal
solution. Whether it’s to haul goods, motorcycles, animals or
farm equipment, Bullston trailers can be used for any transportation need.That’s because there’s a Bullston trailer designed
to meet the needs of any type of hauling. From bumper pulls
to deluxe living quarters and to trainer trailers, each Bullston
trailer is built with unique features and options to meet specific customer needs. With the increased use of pickup trucks
and improved condition of the roads in India, Bullston trailers
serve the needs of Indian customers very well.
Our Mission : Design and manufacture the most respected
and recognized lines of trailers. Our broad exposure and
acceptance within the marketplace has made Bullston the
preferred choice with dealers and customers a like. We
would like to continue to grow our worldwide footprint in
Commercial as well as defense sector.

OUR TRAILERS

HORSE TRAILERS
HORSE FLOATS

MOTORCYCLE TRAILERS

UTILITY TRAILERS

DOG TRAILERS
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We bring a crafted and inspired approach to every project we
work on, which is why our clients love us and why they keep
coming back.
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